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A.I.I Research Activities

Our Waste Package Project was funded last August for a third

year at the rate of $220,000 per year with an additional $130,000

expected in November 1993, under the DOE/UNLV Cooperative

Agreement.

Our normal research activities continued in all the research

areas covered under the cooperative agreement. A copy of our

updated staff and student directory is enclosed in this report.

Our research span multidisciplinary, areas which are:

a) Structural and stress analysis of the container including

nonlinear yield and damage assessment and structural stability

studies of the dynamic behavior of the steel waste package under

normal handling conditions.

b) Nuclear fission criticality studies in the canisters.

c) Investigation of novel canister design concepts and corrosion

studies.

d) Heat transfer studies in the canister air gap and adjacent

rocks.

e) Fluid flow in porous media and phenomena transport of radio

nucleiides in the near field rock.

f) Studies of stresses and stability of the rock formations

resulting from the thermal loading of the fuel elements and the

multi tunnel concept being analyzed.

g) Characterization of a Faulted Rock Tunnel Model using

Photoelastic and Finite Element Studies.

A.I.2.1 Conferences

Our project staff submitted ten extended abstracts for



the High Level Nuclear Waste Conference to be held in Las Vegas

this Spring. Copies of these extended abstracts, which comprise

summary of the project research work are included under the

appropriate task numbers in our report, along with a list of our

most recent publications. Dr. Wm. Culbreth and Project Associate P.

Zielinski attended the 9th International Conference on Mathematical

and Computing Modelling in San Francisco, CA to present two papers

in July 1993. Dr. S. Lad_any was financially sponsored by the

California Field and Iron Workers Academic Trust to attend the

Portland Cement Association's (PCA) Conference and Workshop on

advances in concrete technology and economics in August 1993. The

conference/ workshop had important implications to the engineered

barrier system studies of our Waste Package Project. Dr. M. Trabia

presented a paper at the ASME Design and Automation conference in

Alberquerque, N.M. in September 1993.

A.I.2.2 Meetings

Meetings with DOE/M & O Staff, Drs. Ladkany, Culbreth, Moujaes

Cardle, James and Skaggs held meetings with DOE/TRW/BWFC/SAIC

Staff. For the exchange of research ideas between the two groups

took place.

A. i. 3 Purchases

Hardware, software and laboratory equipment were purchased to

support our ongoing research activities. Hardware purchases

totaled $3,565.89; office supplies, software, and miscellaneous

expenses totaled $1,475.28; and Conference Registration Fees

totaled $330.00. A list of equipment purchases and other

expenditures is enclosed.



A.I.4 Conclusions

Our project staff have been very active in their professional

contacts and research activities in the various areas of storage of

spent high level nuclear fuel.

Reports on the specific research activities in the various

project tasks are enclosed.



Task A.2.1 -- Waste Container Design Considerations

Subtask: criticality Analysis

Faculty Researcher: Dr. William Culbreth

Title: Associate Professor of civil Engineering

Student Assistants: Paige zielinski

Satish Pattisam

Critioality Analysis

of Proposed Spent Fuel Container Designs

The results of this work have been presented in a paper at the
Ninth International Conference on Mathematical and Computer

Modeling in Berkeley, California in July 1993. A paper for the

conference proceedings titled: "Analysis of the Criticality of a

Spent Fuel Waste Package using Mathcad for Windows," by Culbreth,

W. G., and Zielinski, P. R. is in preparation with a due date of
October 31.

Another paper will be presented in November 1993:

Culbreth, W. G., and Zielinski, P. R., "The Effect of Fuel

Burnup and Dispersed Water Intrusion on the Criticality of

Spent High-Level Nuclear Fuel in a Geologic Repository," 1993

Materials Research Society Fall Meeting, V, Boston, MA,
November.

Two extended abstracts submitted to the 1994 International

High-Level Radioactive Waste Management Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada titled:

Culbreth, W. G., and Zielinski, P. R., "Long-Term Effects of

Poison and Fuel Matrix Corrosion on Criticality"

Zielinski, P. R., and Culbreth, W. G., "Calculation of keff

for Vitrified Plutonium Waste Packages"

Copies of these two extended abstracts are included with this

report.



Long-Term Effects of

Poison and Fuel Matrix

Corrosion on Criticality

William G. Culbreth, Associate Professor

Paige R. Zielinski, Research Associate

Introduction

Nuclear criticality is a situation that must be avoided in any proposed waste package

intended for the long term storage of high-level nuclear waste. 10 CFR 60.131 requires that the

effective neutron multiplication factor must remain below 0.95 in any foreseeable situation

encountered in a geologic repository. Previous studies have shown that, in the presence of

water, critical conditions can exist in spent fuel waste canisters at relatively low values of initial

fuel enrichment t'2, even when the effect of fuel burnup is included 3.

In current waste package designs, it is assumed that low values of k_fewill always be ensured

by adding a suitable neutron poison, boron, in an aluminum or steel matrix. Unfortunately,

significant changes in criticality will, take place over time if the boron poison is removed from

the waste package by corrosion and leaching at a faster rate than the fuel matrix.

In this study, a probabilistic model was used to predict the breaching of the waste package

canister, resaturation of the interior, and dissolution of an aluminum-boron poison as well as the

zircaloy clad uranium ceramic fuel pellets. For a typical waste package design, the results

clearly indicate that differential removal of poison and fuel will lead to supercritical conditions



in the presence of water.

Description

The release of radionuclides and poison from a spent fuel canister is influenced by many

variables including the mean lifetimes of the canister wall and the cladding, release times for

poison and fuel matrix, and resaturation times. A reasonable approach to the combination of

these effects to predict the loss rate of fuel and poisons from the waste package is presented by

Wilson 4 in an analysis employing probability distribution functions to represent canister failure,

cladding failure, and leaching rates. By assuming appropriate values for the corrosion rate of

aluminum-boron 5 and uranium fuel, the release times for these two materials were computed.

Other assumed and computed values are listed in Table 1.

The addition of boron increases the corrosion rate of aluminum-boron composites 5 and a

regression fit of the available data yields:

CorrosionRate (microns/year) - 22.665 . 1.605,(% Boron) (1)

This data was obtained by placing samples in a 3.5% NaCI solution at 294 K. A computer

program was written to compute the fraction of poison and fuel matrix remaining in the waste

package as a function of time.

As shown in figure 2, rapid release of A1-B occurs at 700-1000 years shortly after canister

breaching and resaturation of the interior. Zircaloy cladding has an expected lifetime of

approximately 10,000 years 4 and this postpones the release of fuel matrix. After 100,000 years,

virtually all poison and fuel have been removed from the waste package canister.

Based on the fraction of poison and fuel remaining in the waste package, the value of k_ff

was computed at various times. KENO-V, a Monte Carlo criticality simulation code, was used



in this analysis.

Results

The resulting values of k,ff are shown in figure 3 for 3 % unirradiated fuel. The simulation

used a 4 m long, 1.38 m diameter canister containing 21 PWR fuel assemblies, placed

horizontally in the drift of a geologic repository. The package was completely surrounded by

saturated tuff in thls simulation. To decrease the initial value of k_ffto 0.95 (assuming flooded

conditions), an aluminum-boron composite was added with 10% boron.

The effect of the early removal of the A1-B is dramatic. It should be noted that the uranium

fissile mass decreases by only 0.01% over 100,000 years due to decay. By year 700, the waste

package has become critical and supercritical conditions are sustained until the uranium content

begins decreasing. By year 50,000, the waste package contents again return to subcritical

conditions and after 100,000 years, the inventory of fuel is almost completely removed from the

package.

Although the poison and fuel removal rates will vary depending upon the local flow rates

and chemical environment, the differential removal was most dependent upon the rather long

period of protection that the cladding offered the fuel matrix.

Conclusions

The results demonstrate that the differential removal of poison and fuel from proposed waste

packages can eventually lead to supercritical conditions in the presence of water. The simple

addition of a neutron poison only ensures the control of criticality in the short term.

We suggest that techniques be used to prevent the early corrosion of poison material, either



by using poisons with low corrosion and solubility rates or by protecting the poison material in

a manner similar to the protection offered the fuel matrix by th_ zircaloy cladding.

Alternative techniques should be explored to provide long-term control of criticality,

including:

1. Addition of more poison (B).

2. Selection of a more stable, corrosion-resistant poison.

3. Match poison removal rates to fuel matrix removal rates.

4. Provide mechanical protection to the poison to minimize losses by corrosion.

5. Diversify the choices of neutron poisons. (e.g. Hf, Cd, Gd, Ag, Au)

References

1. Weren, B. H., Capo, M. A., and O'Neal, W. C., "Nuclear Criticality Safety Analysis

of a Spent Fuel Waste Package in a Tuff Repository," UCRL-15575, December 1983.

2. Culbreth, W. G., and Zielinski_ P. R., "The Importance of Criticality in the Safety

Analysis of the Spent-Fuel Waste Container," Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc,, Vol 294, pp.

73-78, 1993.

3. Culbreth, W. G., and Zielinski, P. R., "The Effect of Fuel Burnup and Dispersed Water

Intrusion on the Criticality of Spent High-Level Nuclear Fuel in a Geologic Repository,"

accepted for presentation at the 1993 Materials Research Society Meeting, Boston.

4. Wilson, M. L., "A Simplified Radionuclide Source term for Total-System Performance

Assessment," SAND91-0155, UC-814, November 1991, 72 pages.

5. Pohlman, S. L., "Corrosion and Electrochemical Behavior of Boron/Aluminum

Composites," Corrosion-NACA, Vol. 34, No. 5, 1978, pp. 156-159.



Table 1

Parameters Used to Predict
Fuel and Poison Release Rates

Parameter Description Value Used Notes
, ,, , ,,, ,,,,,i,, r , ,,, , , ,, ,, , 1 , ,,,,,,, , ,

tm Release Time for Fuel Matrix 55,459 yr c
i _ i iii]11 illl i iiii i i iiiii i i i

....... tp Release Time for Poison 438 yr c

h Release Time for Cladding 10,000 yr c,, , ,,,,,, , ,,, ,,,,, , ,,,, / , ,,f,,,,, ........

rb Lower Limit for Resaturation 150 yr 1

rb Upper Limit for Resaturation 300 yr 1

r_ Mean Canister Lifetime 300 yr 1
,, ,,, ,, , , i , , ,, , ,.,,, ,

rf Mean Cladding Lifetime 10,000 yr 1

L,.uo_ Removal Rate of 1./O2 0.003 mol/m2-yr 2

L,.^_ Removal Rate of AI-B Poison 23 _/yr 3
- IIII ill_l ......... [ IIii[11111 i iiil!II ...... iii i i ..... _ 12i _ _ ]]111111i i Iiiiiiiiiii j IIi IiI[11Iiiiiiii i I1_11 ii If I II1[ 71

Notes: [

c - indicates a computed value.

1 - see ref [4] for applicable range of values.

2 - range: 0.003 to 2 mol/m2-yr, ref [4].

3 - using equation (1) for 10% B, ref [5].
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Calculation of k_nfor
Vitrified Plutonium Waste Packages

Paige R. Zielinski, Research Associate
William G. Culb_ :th, Associate Professor

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Introduction

Many studies of the proposed high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain,
Nevada have concentrated on the problems associated with commercial spent fuel from
pressurized and boiling water reactors. A considerable fraction of the waste destined for long-
term storage will be defense high level waste with high quantities of fissionable plutonium.
Current plans call for placement of PuO2 into borosilicate logs housed in thin walled 304L
stainless steel containers. High fractional ratios of boron and lithium, two neutron poisons, in
the glass are expected to ensure that the plutonium wastes will never attain criticality.

With a half life of 24,360 years, fissionable Pu-239 poses potential criticality problem in the
event that boron and lithium leach from the waste/glass mixture over time and are replaced by
water. In this study, vitrified plutonium waste emplaced in boreholes in a tuff repository was
analyzed for criticality in several cases that included the absence of a container wall, flooding
of the surrounding air gap, loss of poisons, and fractional filling with water.

Description

The canister used in this analysis is depicted in figure 1 and is composed of a 3 meter high,
0.60 meter diameter 304L-SS container with a thickness of 10 ram. The canister was

surrounded with a 30 mm wide air gap and placed vertically into a borehole. To determine the
worst possible critical case, it was assumed that the tuff was fully saturated with a porosity of
25 % surrounded the canister. Tests were made with the air gap dry and completely flooded.

SRL- 131 borosilicate glass was used in the model and varying quantities of PuO2 were added
to the glass ranging from 0 to 3%. This glass contains two principal neutron poisons, boron in
the form B203 and lithium in the form Li20. The volume percentages of each of these oxides
are 12.6% and 4.9% in the glass. In a geologic repository, it will take a very long period of
time for the canister to be breached, to be resaturated with water, and for the poisons to be
removed from the container. It was assumed that decay heat no longer exists at this point and
liquid water will be in contact with the borosilicate glass. Without exploring the mechanisms
that could lead to the elimination of the poisons, the worst case impact on criticality will occur
if these poisons are removed entirely and if the void space left in the glass becomes flooded.
To explore this worst hypothesized case, estimates were made of I_ff for various degrees of
flooding in this void space.

A neutron criticality-code, KENO5a4 was used to determine values of the effective neutron



multiplication factor, lq,rr. Hand ..............
calculations provided number densities Vitrified WastePackage Tu/l
and sigma-p corrections. In these ".
simulations the waste canister, canister t,2,7,y,v,>;,,'_>, .. ,-_::" _',, V,/,>/,;, ,,..,,%;.f,. , ,;/;.x.2:.;-;.;/,h",,.;-./..I
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Computer analyses were conducted _"_,/,_ <,.,.._.__'Zdm/'X.hl_,/,/,_../..,

for 3% PuO2 in borosilicate glass. The ;;,.__, .,,.,-,v,,;d _/-p,,/,_
boron and lithium content of the glass was _..Z.y/;/Y.Z_'J ,/,./.,/._,;,.,,,.,,.._",//////.//',.I//.//_ . , ,"//._//__/ _;/._/////.1_
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intact canister wall with dry tuff and a dry ,/,7,v.,/,,>v.,/,_ ,,y,//Z;'/..;,,;?:;:I
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saturating the surrounding volcanic tuff, o._oo
the multiplication factor dropped slightly - ............
to 0.088. Over time as the canister wall Figure i...............
corrodes and is removed from the site, k,rt Vitrified Waste Container, Gap, and
increased slightly to 0.091 for flooded Surrounding Tuff
conditions. The borosilicate glass did an
excellent job in suppressing criticality
under these conditions.

By assuming that both the lithium and boron oxides are removed from the vitrified waste,
approximately 17.5% of the canister volume becomes available for water intrusion. Simply
removing the poisons increases the multiplication factor to 0.59. The effect of water added to
the void fraction is dramatic increasing k,,rrto 1.08 in the worst possible case. The results are
shown graphically in figure 2. As seen in the figure, the point at which k,rrexceeds the NRC
limit of 0.95 occurs when nearly all available void space is filled with water. A linear
regression of the data shows that this limit is attained when 12.2% of the original waste volume
is filled with water.

Conclusions

The data demonstrates that critical conditions will exist in vitrified plutonium waste canisters
only when all poisons were removed from the waste and water filled a considerable volume of
the resulting void. Although this situation would not likely occur in a geologic repository, the
addition of less water soluble neutron poisons would ensure that the effective neutron
multiplication factor never exceeds 0.95. This study suggests that the mechanisms that might
lead to the differential removal of lithium, boron, and plutonium from the borosilicate glass
should be further studied.
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Task A.2.1 -- Waste Containsr Design Considerations

8ubtaskz Experimental Drift Model

Faculty Researcher: Dr. William Culbreth

Title: Associate Professor of Civil Engineering

Student Assistant: Satish Pattisam

Progress on topics in this category is summarized in the two
attached abstracts that have been submitted to the 1994 High-Level
Radioactive Waste Conference:

Culbreth, W. G., Pattisam, S., Jones, M. J., "Experimental
Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow over Drift-Emplaced Canisters"

Culbreth, W. G., and Bhagi, "Review of Advanced Techniques for
Waste Canister Labeling"

Results of computational studies related to the heat transfer
in the repository were presented in a talk titled: ,,Computational
Heat Transfer Studies of the Proposed Nuclear Waste Repository".
This talk was given at the Ninth International Conference on
Mathematical and Computer Modeling held in Berkeley, California in
July, 1993. A paper on the topic is under preparation for the
conference proceedings and is to be completed by the end of
October.



Experimental Heat Transfer

and Fluid Flow over

Drift-Emplaced Canisters

William G. Culbreth, Associate Professor

Satish Pattisam, Graduate Res._.archAssistant

Introduction

The design of canisters to be used for the long-termstorage of high-level nuclear waste have

progressed from the borehole model indicated in the original site characterization plan to drift-

emplaced multi-purpose containers, these canisters may contain 21 or more PWR fuel

assemblies. Removal of decay heat becomes complicated since the zircalloy degradation

temperature of 350 C is not to be exceeded. In the preclosure drift system, air ventilation will

provide convection cooling of the canister walls and radiative heat exchange with the drift walls

will remove decay heat. A proper design of the required ventilation system must be based on

a knowledge of the total pressure drop experienced as the air passes through the drifts and over

the waste canisters. The convective heat transfer from the canisters and the pressure drops may

be determined through appropriate computer models, however, a scale experimental mod_l of

the drift/waste canister geometry will provide accurate results of dimensionless pressure drops

and heat transfer coefficients as functions of air flow rate and ambient temperatures.

In this study, an experimental model of a repository drift was constructed at the University



of Nevada, Las Vegas to investigate fluid flow and thermal transport. The model has provided

pressure drop data, visualization of temperature distributions, and heat transfer coefficients.

Description

Three heat transfer mechanisms will affect the cooling of waste canisters in the repository

drifts. Conduction through the pedestal, convection to the.air, and radiation heat transfer to the

drift wall all contribute to the removal of the maximum 21 kilowatts of heat from the package.

Convective heat transfer is quantified through the non-dimensional Nusselt number:

Nu - hDlk (I)

where, h = convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-s).

D = characteristic dimension(m).

k = air thermal conductivity (W/m-s).

Nusselt numbers are functions of the air velocity, kinematic viscosity, drift and canister

dimensions, and are best determined experimentally. As a non-dimensional parameter, Nusselt

numbers obtained from a scale model can be directly applied to the full scale prototype.

The actual drifts will be approximately 7 meters in diameter and house waste canisters

approximately 4 meters long with a diameter of 1.2 m. 1 Crossflowing air will be necessary to

remove decay heat from the canisters and to provide an environment cool enough for human

operators. The spacing between canisters will depend upon the desired area power density.

The laboratory model of the drift and emplaced wastes is shown in figure 2. Clear plexiglas

tubing with an inner diameter of 152 mm was used to model the drift. The total length of the

drift model was 8.5 m. A slotted plate and flow straighteners were used to condition the input

air flow. An automated pitot tube traverse with position feedback and a pressure transducer was



used to measure the volumetric flowrate through the drift model. A computer-based data

acquisition system controlled the traverse.

A 2 meter long test section housed models of the waste packages. The waste canister

models were constructed from aluminum to a 1/50 scale. Core heaters were placed in the

canister models to simulate the generation of decay heat. Variacs _d power resistors were used

to control the..heat output and to measure the electrical power into each core heater. Thirteen

type-K thermocouples w,_reused to measure the surface temperature of an instrumented canister

and drift wall temperatures. The thermocouples were connected to an amplifier/ice point

reference. Data from the thermocouples was used to compute Nusselt numbers as functions of

both Reynolds and Prandtl numbers in the flow.

One canister model was coated with liquid crystals and photographs of the canister showed

the temperature distribution as a function of ambient flow rate.

A precision micromanometer was used to calibrate the pitot tube traverse, measure the static

pressure of the air inside the drift model, and to determine the pressure drop across the test

section. The pressure drop data was nondimensionalized according to:

c .
I U2 (2)

Additional instrumentation available in the laboratory included a Dantec two-component laser

Doppler velocimeter and a TSI hot wire anemometer for air velocity measurements.

This flexible experimental setup has worked quite well for the measurement of pressure

drops and heat transfer coefficients.

Results



Pressure drop data was acquired for a range of Reynolds numbers as shown in figure 2. The

spacing between canisters was varied and the data is valid for d/L = 0.375, L/D = 0.667, and

for 5,000 < Ren < 60,000. The data was obtained across a section that included 5 identical

model canisters. The final report will contain curvefits of the accumulated data.

Color slides were taken of the canister coated with liquid crystals for various flowrates. The

slides demonstrate that regions of limited flow exist near the bottom leading edge of each

canister. These regions appear as hot spots and will affect the internal temperature of the spent

fuel. Additional data to be presented in the final paper include overall Nusselt numbers as

functions of Reynolds number, and canister spacing and geometry.

Conelusioa_s

Proper modeling of the waste canister surface and internal temperature distribution will

require a knowledge of the convective heat transfer that occurs in the drift. An experimental

setup has been constructed that allows the measurement of overall and local Nusselt numbers.

The ventilation system designer for the repository will require an accurate knowledge of the

pressure drop to be experienced in the drifts due to the presence of the waste canisters and this

data is also available from the setup. Results of the pressure drop and heat transfer experiments

will be presented in the final paper.
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Review of Advanced Techniques

for Waste Canister Labeling

William G. Culbreth, Associate Professor

Bharani Kumar Bhagi, Graduate Research Assistant

Anand Kanjerla, Graduate Research Assistant

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

University of Nevada, Las Vegas 89154-4014

Introduction

Federal regulation 10 CFR 60.135 will require that any spent fuel waste canister to be used

in the proposed geologic repository must be labeled to uniquely identify the canister contents in

a manner consistent with the repository's permanent records. This can be accomplished by

embossing, machining, welding, or etching characters onto the side of each canister or affixing

identification plates. These techniques have been discussed t, however, modem labeling methods

used by industry provide new methods to meet the required goals while minimizing the chance

of errors. These methods include radio frequency tagging systems, electronic tags, and

advanced bar coding techniques.

Description



Radio Frequency Systems

Currently used by the shipping industry to track containers _, these devices provide for an

automated tracking of items. Basic RF systems are composed of a passive or active tag that is

attached to an item. The tag contains memory, an antenna, and a transmitter/receiver system.

It is activated by a reader also composed of an antenna and receiver. The tag may contain fixed

information or be programmable. Active tags require a power source, usually lithium batteries

lasting 5 years or less and have a cost between $50 and $150. They can transmit over a good

distance and may contain several kilobytes of information that can be downloaded to the reader

at high transmission rates.

Passive tags tend to survive better in harsh environments and are designed to receive power

from the reader's antenna. These devices typically store only a few bits of information.

Electronic Tags

Electronic tag technology utilizes small transponder units that may be as small as a quarter _.

Videx, Inc. of Corvallis, Oregon markets these units that hold a unique 56-bit identification

number retrievable by touching it to a small handheld scanner. Electronic data carriers work

in a similar fashion, but employ an inductively-coupled reader to read small button-sized tags

over very short distances. These units store up to 16 kilobytes of information on an internal

electronically-erasable programmable read only memory chip and work for up to 10 years with

a limit of 10,000 program/erase cycles. Error detection techniques are used to maximize

accuracy and reliability. s

New Bar Coding Technology



II

Bar coding technology is widely used in industry 3 for the automated tracking of products.

A Universal Code has made conventional bar codes widespread and they are currently used in

nuclear power plants to track components and keep maintenance records. Conventional bar code

is composed of parallel black and white strips holding 20 to 30 characters per inch. A denser

format is now available in the form of two-dimensional bar code holding about 100 times the

information in the same space as the conventional code. High speed laser scanners allow this

code to be read rapidly, Symbol Technologies of Bohemia, New York is a major manufacturer

of scanning equipment and now produces a system that allows scanners located on the end of

robot arms to remotely read 2-D bar code from containers. New scanning systems allow users

to read bar code from greater distances thereby increasing the safety of operators in radioactive

or thermally hot environments. 2-D bar code often appears as a checkerboard with binary

information coded in light and dark cells. Up to 1750 characters can be encoded in a small

patch of bar code. Stacked and matrix 2-D bar codes offer greater reliability in the accurate

retrieval of information that conventional bar code.

Results

Each of these new labeling techniques have advantages and disadvantages when considered

for application to spent fuel canisters. Several of these may be summarized as follows:

Passive RF Taas. Advantaaes

1. Designed to withstand harsh chemical and hot environments,

2. Data may be received when the reader and the tag do not have a clear line of



sight or visibility is low.

3. Tags are encapsulated to prevent damage by dirt, paint, liquids.

4. Very long lifespan.

5. Inexpensive ($8 - $50 per tag),

Passive RF Tags. Disadvantaaesy .

1. Limited memory, (only a few bits).

2. Data cannot be altered at certain stages of assembly or processing.

3. Transmission range is low.

4. Data is preprogrammed.

The results in the final paper will include a similar list for active RF tags, electronic data

carriers, and 2-D bar code. A criteria matrix will be used to compare the relative usefulness

of each of these techniques for application to waste canister labeling.

Conclusions

The three modern labeling techniques discussed earlier may be useful for meeting the goals

of a unique labeling system compatible with the record keeping of the repository, They all lend

themselves to a highly automated inventory/database system. The waste canisters may also

benefit from redundant labeling to include an RF system for automated use and conventional

welded characters for verification and backup. Bar coding and electronic tagging may be used

for ancillary repository operations to keep track of instrumentation, maintenance recording, and



supply inventory.

The relative merits of each of these modern labeling techniques will be discussed in the final

paper.
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Task A.2.2 Waste Container Alternate Design Considerations

David James, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering

Suneeta Mohansingh, Graduate Student

Multi-Barrier Container Detailed Design

i. A paper abstract, "Multibarrier Borehole Canister Design for a

Tuff Repository", by James, Skaggs and Mohansingh, has been

submitted to the 5th International High-Level Waste Conference in

Las Vegas in May i994. The abstract is attached in Appendix i.

2. Calculations for several indices of corrosivity have been

completed for J-13 well water. Ionic composition data for J-[3 and
simulated J-13 water were obtained from Beavers and Duff, 1991.

They indicate that J-13 and simulated J-13 water Llsed in corrosion

tests, (absent any species produced by ionizing radiation) is a

slightly depositing water type. Results:

CORROSION INDEX WATER TYPE TEMPERATURE VALUE

Langelier Index J-13 15"C 0.043
Langelier Index J-13 25'C 0.041

Langelier Index J-13 90'C 0.027

Langelier Index Simulated J-13 15'C 0.042

Langelier Index Simulated J-13 25"C 0.039

Langelier Index Simulated J-13 90"C 0.029

Larson's ratio J-13 15"C 0.285

Larson's ratio Simulated J-13 15"C 0.293

The Lan_elier index is used for assessing corrosivity of municipal

drinking water supplies in water distribution systems. Waters with
Langelier indices less than 0 are considered corrosive. Waters

with indices greater than 0 are considered to be depositing. The

higher the Larson's ratio value, the more corrosive the water.
Waters with Larson's ratio greater than I are considered to be

corrosive. According to JM Montgomery, 1985, numerical correlation

between specific values of the Langelier index and Larson's ratio

and corrosion rates of various types of pipe is poor; however, high

Larson's ratios and negative Langelier indices are strong

indicators of a tendency for rapid corrosion.

It must be noted, however, that aerated J-13 water is not the most

aggressive environment to which high-level waste canisters might be

exposed. It is thought that hot, high-humidity air with oxidizing

species produced by ionizing radiation will be the most aggressive
environment for the canisters. Experimental results in Beavers and

Durr, 1991, showed that the vapor phase caused pitting candidate

copper-alloy container materials, and that the vapor phase of a



solutioli _:ontatElinc! i1202 _,ause_t _. It t itlc! ,llld ;;tress _,orrosion
cracking ot alloy _04i_.

3, We are considering several candidat::t_ materials tot sacrit:icial
anodes, incltldinc; mild steel ,l[lo", _'.1010, "_.' ",1 tIC ,t l um i Illlm it nd

mac!nesium, at1 ,_[ which ,_re _cti'.'o ,'ompared _o ,_'andidate alloys
being considered for <ontainer wall:;. Ver'f little ,,orrosion (lata
are available for <orrosion rates ,,1: _he sacrificial Inaterlals in

galvanic couples with container wall materials in ,1-13 or simulated

,I- t3 waters. Cathodic protect ion ttandbooks recommend ,_cla tnst

maclnesium for [onn-t:erm applications. Some ,lata showinc! rapi,l
corrosion of mild steel in contact with _04L [n J-13 are available

from CorTest (.'olumbus reports submitted to the II.S, Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. These data were used for a preliminary
sizing estimate for a sacrificial anode.

4, Using data from Beavers, Thompson ,_nd Durr, 1992, for corrosion
of CI010 mild steel in simulated .I-[3 [n contact with 304L,

preliminary sizing calculations tlav_ been completed [or ,i mild

steel sacrificial anode, _jivixlg a preliminary ,_stimate ,_t 45 kq

(with a factor o_ safety of 2) lot mild steel. Subsequent testing
with ,:_ther candidate alloys tleecls ;o be ,.onductod to ,_stimate
corrosion rates for sacrificial anodes.

5. Reversal of corrosion potentials in "inc-mild steel galvanic

couples has been observed by some workers (Hoxeng & Prutton, 1949,
Hoxeng, 1950, Haney, [982) . Dissol%'e_d bicarbonatte, carbonates and
nitrates increased the reversal; dissolved sulfates and chlorides

opposed the reversal. J-J3 water contains significant quantities of

bicarbonate, nitrate, and sulfate (Beavers and Durr [991, p.15).

Since Haney (1982) showed reversal occurring in 1-10 hours at 50-
80'C, similar short-term testing should be conducted to determine

if potential reversal could occur for zinc (or other anodic
candidates) in J-13.

6. A request for a cost estimate trom _:or'rest ColuInbtls Technoloqies
Ior corrosion t estit_q _)t c:atidiclat_ mtll t:ibarrier .<ontai.ner materials

was sent on September .[8. If the cost estimate is attractive, UNLV
will initiate corrosion testing of candidate multibarrier container

materials at their facilLty [ate [n the 4th quarter ot 1993. If the
proposed costs are too high, I.INLV will consider a start up of its

own facility, with a start-tlp in t-he first quarter of t994.
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APPENDIX I
MUI.,'rlBARRIER BOREIIOLE _'ANISTI!',R I)ESIGN FOR A I'UFF REP()SITORY

David E..lames _, Robert I,. ,qkaqqs _, Suneeta Mohansinqlv

'Department of Civil and Ellvi ronmenta [ l::nq tneeril_q,
'Department of Mechanical t.:nqineerinq
ITr]iversit)' ¢)t Nevada, I,as Yoqas tt9154-4015
t NTRODUCTION
BU ildillq oil I he ,,oncopt: ,iev_ ] op,,¢t t)y :;kaqqs, ,,t .t 1, 1991, t:he
authors t_ave developed ,_ ,tesiqn for ,_ mu.tt:_ibarri_r borehole
canister that takes Late ,iCCOtlnt both ¢:urrellt dlld future

_,nvironmental conditions likel? to _)ectlr in ,_ rutf rep¢)sitory.

The proposed muttibarrter (testqn consists _t ,_n inner canister
ot CDA 715, 70%-30% ,_'opper-nickel alloy. The inner ,,anister is
similar in dimension to the i983 basetine borehole cani.ster desiqn

developed by I,awrence Livermore National. t,abs in 1983. The inner
canister sits _n a speciall7 ctestqned l_iqh-l, ime _:oncrete pedestal

shaped to provide assistance in r-entertnq the _'anister. The inner
canister ts protected by ,_ sacrificial anode which lowers t:he
canister potential Late the immune reqion. [n this ,:c)nl:iqllration,
the canister _:an be retriev_,d i[ ,_ need subsoquentlv _tevelops re
retrieve it.

Once retrieval is l'tli,__d ¢)llt, ,in ()liter _'anistor _)t Ilicolloy 825,
lined with hiqh-li_me concrete _r sintered ,![umina is lowered onto
the pedestal base. The pedestal base i S _:onl iqured tO assist

centerinq and alignment (-)f_he (_uter shell, Tile ()uter shell is also

protected with a sacrificial anode.

The outer shell is intended to provide resistance to corrosion

under [nitlal hot, dry _'ond[t ions, "rile l,iql,-lilne ,_,oncl'ete or

alumina liner will provide an alkaline, passi.vatil,q environment for
the metallic liner materials. In case c)f water i.nqross to the

repository durinq the tlme when containment ,_f the isotopes is

necessary, the cathodically protected i.nner barrier .qhou[d be very
resistant to corrosion _Inder moist conditions.

MATERIALS SELECTION

Review of (-orrosion ! ost i llq work ,,arrlt_(t ,)tit: l or the NRC

( Beavers & l)tlrl,', 19q l ) ,in(| lnat_ria Is [)oft c)l'm,lilCO ,lssossments
conducted by t,awrenco l_i'¢ermore National Labs, show_d I825 to be
very resistant to all forms ,)f corrosion ,_ttack. CDA 715 was t:he
most resistant copper-based ,_ 1 loy tested l)ut showed pitting in
active corrosion ,.,nvironments. ,_acrificial ,_nodes may improve the
performance of canister Inat:erid[s in lheso ,.lctive ,:,nvironments.

Cathodic protection literature was reviewed to locate suitable

candidate alloys llor sacriti('_ial ,:it]odes t:hat: woul.d lll(_el the twill
criteria of low corrosior, rate and sufficient.l',' low pot.ontial (less
thall -0.6v SCE) to p_lt the canister shell materi.al.s into the immune

region of their pourbaix d[aqrams. Candidate anode materials are
maqnesium a[1.oy AZ31C, ,,[ulnil,um, ;'inc, ,,nd lnil_t :4reel ,_lloy (?1010.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

Thermal expansion ,__i_(t c()ntra(,t ion ('alctlldt:i,_ns w,,ro ,,onductod [or
,:andidate materials _sii_q _ t_ermal ,tna l)'sis ,)t l_ltl [ t: i - l)drr let
canister onduc.ted by "< ' ,_k a q g s , ,, t a 1 , 1991 . Re s t, 1_t: s i n d i c a t e d :: ma [ l
(timens ions l. ('hanqes [ rl r,an ister she l. 1 _1[a!llotors tot ,,xpect:o(t

temperature chanqes i_, tile c.'anister-tepositot";' system.



" ':: _ _re initlallv :{Ized isiilq ,:,orrosion rate,_dCr ici,,,]i.]]lodes "o

,|at:a :or the most severe conditioIls found in literature, ,ind

mu[tipi"inq b,[ a t:actor ()f safety _)[ 2, resulting in an estimated
45 kq mass for <l (71010 anode interactin(_ with the ,_anister shell.

{'orrosi()n rate _esults for 'inc, aluminum and magnesium ;.;ill be
Feq_lired betoro dl_od¢?s made _)t these Inateriais _an be sized.

With d 5-1.0 cm ,liI" gap from t:he ,)llter shel.[ to the l)orehole

wail, <, u.635 _'m wall t:hickness for the Incoloy 825 cJuter shell, 5
cm _oncrete ....Liner thickness, .]rid .b35 _,m t:or the inner ,:'DA 715

shell, ,:riticality calculations llsillq KENO V showed d ketfective of

i).196 . 0.002 for the multibarrier {les[qn, (,ompared to ketf {)f

0.204 _" ,).001 t:or the single barrier borehole _._anister design.

Calculation of several indices used to estimate corrosivity of

waters verified previous experimental evidence o[ the relatively
non-aggressive nature of J-13 well water. Lanqelier index values at

25' and 90'C were slightly positive, indicating mild depositing

tendency. Larson's index values dlso indicated tendency to Low

_orrosion rates. Equilibrium c:alculation o_ chemical speciation of
any aqueous medium should be conducted to determine which dissolved

species ,ire most Likely to be present i_n ._qtleous media in the
repository.

FAB R I CAT I ON

Concrete _'astin_ methods used for making concrete-li/led pipe are
proposed for bonding of the inner concrete liner to the outer

shell. Concrete lining will also improve structural strength of

tile otlter shell, making it more resistant to compressive loads from
backfill or from collapse of wall ()f borehole.

AREAS NEEDING EXPERIMENTATION

Since }{oxenq and Prutton, ]949, Hoxeng, 1950, and subsequent
workers have ()bserved potential reversal in ::inc-steel galvanic

couples for _:ertain solution compositions ,,nd temperatures,

corrosion testing is recommended ior any propose¢I sacri ficial anode

- catt,odic shell ,lafvanic couplt._. It is }:)[al,r._(t to report lestllts
()t the ,,orros t()tl test proclraln ,it t he ,,Ont:(?FOIIC('.
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S_nulation o_ Hea_ TranaZez Azound a aanletez Placed
HorisonCally in a Drift

Dr.Samir Moujaes Ph.D, P.E Akshay Bhargava
Associate Professor Graduate Student

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Nevada

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project is

investigating the feasibility of locatin_ a high level radioactive

nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The bore hole

and in-drift waste emplacement schemes are under evaluation as

potential repository drift geometries. This paper presents a two

dimensional finite element thermal analysis of the nuclear waste

container placed horizontally in a drift. The purpose of the

simulation is to evaluate the relative effects of free convection

and radiation on the resultant temperature and velocity fields and

to determine the temperatures on the drift walls as well as inside

the waste package.

The computational domain of the thermal model is shown in

Fig.l. All the thermal calculations are performed using the FIDAP

finite elemen_ code. The thermal model extends ver_ically 300 m

above the center of the drift (ground surface) and 300 m below the

center of the drift (water table). The top horizontal boundary is

kept at a constant temperature of 25 deqC and the bottom horizontal

surface is set at 35 degC. Adiabatic conditions are used at the

symmetrl planes between the drifts and at the cen_er line of

the drift. The entities in the computational domain are rock, air

and nuclear waste. They have been defined by quadrilateral

elements. Radiation elements are composed of the drift walls and

the surface of nuclear waste container. The individual wasne



containers are placed end to end in the drifts and are collectively

modelled as infinitely long drift with a circular cross section.

The waste package is modeled as a single material.

The repository drifts are 6.7 m in diameter and spaced 44.5 m

center to center. Each waste package is 1.67 m in diameter and

4.45 m in length and contains 30 kW of heat. The waste package has

been considered as a heat source and is a part of the solution

field. The rock is modelled as a continuum with average properties.

The thermal conductivity of the rock mass is taken as a constant

(2.1 W.m-.k). The surface emmissivities used for radiative heat

transfer are 0.6 for the waste packages and 0.75 for the drift

walls. The conductivities for the rock, air and nuclear waste are

taken as constants.

FIDAP provides advanced capabilities for the modeling of

radiation. The radiative hea_ transfer depends on the fourth power

of the temperature where as for convection or conduction the

transfer of heat depends on a temperature gradient only. Due to the

dependence on _ the radiative heat transfer increases

significantly as the absolute temperature increases and becomes a

major mode of heat transfer. The drift emplacement removes heat

from the waste package more effectively as the radiation heat

transfer to the large area drift walls is very effective.

In the problem, the method of successive substitution is

employed with a relaxation factor equal to 0.9. Due to the high

non- !inearity of the radiation exchange equation, the use of

relaxation factor is almost mandatory when performing a simulation

_nvolving grey body internal exchange radiation. The value of



relaxation factor is more tied to the radiation number and less to

Rayleigh number. In general, this relaxation is required for the

temperature and the heat flux values rather than the velocities.

The flow is assumed to be strongly coupled i.e. buoyancy

forces are dominant. The value of the initial guess plays an

important role in the convergence behaviour of the simulation. The

problem is first solved using the steady state energy equation

without any heat source. This generated an initial guess for the

temperature field. The problem is then run for transient state to

determine the temperature and velocity fields for I000 years.
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Simulation of Heat Transfer Around a canister

Placed vertically in a Drift

Samir Moujaes, ME Dept., Yao Lei, graduate student
SUMMARY:

One of the important aspect for the high level nuclear waste

container design is its thermal performance. This thermal

performance will directly affect the container material selection,

structural design, and the maximum allowable nuclear waste load per

each container. For a vertically emplaced container, there is a

thin air gap in between the outer container wall and the borehole

rock wall. This air gap acts as a thermal barrier which will be a

main factor to determine the maximum temperature inside the waste

package. The limitation of this maximum temperature is the maximum

allowable cladding temperature which is 350 °C. So solve the air

gap problem is necessary for predicting the maximum temperature

inside the high level nuclear waste package.

A detailed numerical investigation has been performed on an

vertical annulus air gap geometr7 to determine the temperature

profile in the air gap and at the outer surface of the nuclear

waste container. FIDAP was used for this axis-symmetric study. The

problem is solved as ] nonlinear axis-symmetric steady state

problem with strongly coupled flows. The full set of the following

equations are solved by FIDAP.

continuity equation:

momentum equations:
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where p is the density, c_ is the specific heat of, k is the heat

conductivity, u_ and u: are the fluid velocity components, _lj is the

stress tensor, _ is the volume expansion coefficient, T is the

temperature.

The temperature history on the rock over a thousand years

after emplacement has been obtained (see figure I. The time history

plot). It was used to solve the air gap problem. In this study, the

problem was set-up as a set of vertically placed concentric

cylinders which the inner one had the boundary condition of imposed

constant heat flux, the outer one had a boundary condition of

uniform temperature, and bo_h ends of the gap are adiabats. The

vertical aspect ratio of this problem is 80 (the high to the width)

and a no-slip condition was applied to all walls. There are two

kinds of simulations can be done on this problem, one is simulating

the heat convection as the only heat transfer mechanism, the other

one is to run the problem combining the heat convection and

radiation. The intent here is to show the relative magnitude and

hence importance of the two mechanisms in controlling the

temperature of the core material. Hence air gap temperature

profiles with only heat convection as the heat transfer mechanism,

will be compared to the result of both heat convection and

radiation as the heat transfer mechanisms to show the relevant

effects. The temperature history at the outer waste container wall

is then used to predict the maximum temperature at the center of

the container for the purposes of determinina how that will affect

the container design. This _il! be done by making the assumption

that transient changes in the container will be much faster than



those in the rock and hence a simplified steady stats analysis of

the temperature distribution inside the canister will be made

assuming that the process is that cf a uniform volumetric hea_

generation inside the canister. Also _zn the air side its thermal

inertia is considered much lower than the rock, therefore the thin

air gap will reaches its steady state instantaneously compare to

the rock mass. Hence fifteen time intervals were used to cover the

span of a thousand years are good enough to show the change of

temperature profile in the air gap as well as the air flow field

profile.

Because the Rayleigh number is the main factor which

controls the solution convergence the solutions have to be built

from low Rayleigh number. So the air gap problem was solved from

the end of a thousand years after emplacement of the nuclear waste

container, then backward to get solution for the beginning of the

emplacement. For the result of the air flow pattern, it could be

a single cell flow or a multi cellular flow inside of the air gap.

Both cases have been seed in the different runs of the simulation

(see figure 2. and 3. The Streamline contour plots).

Since the problem is still in progress, the results will be

presented as they become available.
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B. I. i.I. Introduction

Using data, provided by Doering, Bahney et.al' of the B&W Fuel
Co., concerning the proposed design of a Multipurpose canister
(MPC), the critical stresses in the eyebolts, flat outer lifting
lid, inner lid, shield plug, the cylindrical shell and weldments of
a high level nuclear waste MPC are evaluated under a variety of
static and dynamic loading conditions resulting from normal
handling. Axisymmetric, linear and nonlinear thick and thin shell
elements are used to model the MPC shell. Results are compared to
theoretical analysis whenever possible. The MPC shell, shown in
Figure I, will be used for the storage and transportation of high
level nuclear waste (HLNW) to the site of a repository. The shell
of the spent fuel rods will be placed inside an inner barrier
container then an outer barrier container 2 for long term storage in
geological formations.

The MPC shell is designed to hold 21PWR assembly and weighs
125 tons. The shell is 0.0254m (i in) thick, 4.9m (193 in) long
and 1.532m (60.3 in) in diameter. The MPC shell design is also
provided with outer and inner lids. The outer lifting lid which is
welded to the shell is 0.07m (2.75 in) thick and is provided in the
design with 0.051m (2 in) size removable eyebolts, having a yield
stress of 490 MPa (70,000 psi) and a tensile strength of 665 MPa
(95,000 psi). The eyebolts are designed to be screw installed into
the outer lid and be used for canister lifting purposes. The
0.051m (2 in) thick inner lid is also welded to the shell with a

0.025m (I in) effective throat weld. The two lids are separated
with a 0.025m (1 in) thick steel honeycomb spacer. The MPC is
provided in the design with a shield plug of 0.051m (2 in) Depleted

Uranium (du) clad in 0.012m (0.5 in ) steel on top and sides, and
0.057m (2.25 in) 316L Stainless steel on bottom.

Two materials are candidates for the shell, the primary
candidate is 316L Stainless steel having 22 MPa (32,000 psi) yield
stress, an ultimate strength of 586 MPa (85,000 psi) and high
resistance to crack initiation. The secondary candidate for the
design of the shell is Alloy 825.



The MPC shell is designed to house an el/boron basket
sandwiched between stainless steel containing 21 square tubes,
4,11m (162 in) long and 0.254m (9.99 in) wide.

B.I.1.2. Desaription of Aatual wor_

In our previous publications, _._ two of which _'_were presented
at the HLNW conference held at Las Vegas, in 1992 and 1993, we
analyzed the structural performance of the previously proposed 7_
0.0095m (0.375 in) thick canister, having either a O.0051m (2 in)
thick top plate with a pintle or an ASME flanged and dished shaped
tophead. The analysis proved that this thin canister would not
adequately resist the forces that may develop during various
lifting, transportation and accident scenarios _. Stress levels that
exceeded the yield strength of the 304L Stainless steel would
develop in the canister leading to the potential of stress
corrosion cracking early in the life of the permanently stored HLNW
canister. It was for this purpose that we recommended _ that a robust
nuclear waste container be designed.

In this paper, we present stress analysis performed on the MPC
shell, that is similar in type to the analysis presented in our
earlier work _._,_.

B.I.I.2.1. Finite _lement Models

We have developed three finite element models for the MPC
shell:

I. Axisymmetric _ shell element model.

2. Linear/Nonlinear four node _ shell elements capable of large
structural deformations.

3. Linear/Nonlinear four node D/li._ shell elements, capable of
elasto-plastic material behavior and large structural deformations.

The axisymmetric shell element model is used in providing
stress level checks in the elastic ranges and to compare results
with the other 3D shell models. Examples of the finite element
shell models for the MPC shell are shown in Figure 2.

B.I.1.2.2 Weldment

In the axisymmetric shell element model and in the four node
thin/thick shell element models, the weld is represented as t_e
frustra of a hyperboloid shell of revolution. This technique was
used in our earlier _ work and yielded excellent results when
compared to 2D axisymmetric analysis _ of the weldment and to
theory _.



B.1.1.2.3 Loading conditions

In the analysis, the nuclear canister models are subjected to
the type of loading that would result from normal handling
conditions. Critical stresses and displacements in the canister
models are evaluated due to the following loading conditions:

A. Dynamic lifting of canister shell in the vertical position.

B. Dynamic lifting of canister shell from a horizontal position.

C. Accidental slippage of crane cable carrying loaded canister
shell.

D. Accidental drop of one canister shell onto another.

VI. STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE CONTAINER

Preliminary analysis m indicates that the maximum axial and
circumferential stresses in the bottom plate under the 125 ton
loading are in the neighborhood of 105 MPa (15,000 psi). This
stress does not include stresses due to accident scenarios or
lifting crane accelerations.

The 0.025m (i in) weldments have an ultimate strength of
approximately 20.7 MN/m (18,000 ib/in) which is quite conservative
for the design of the MPC shell. The eyeboits each have a simple
tensile carrying capacity of 0.63 MN (139,000 ib), a shear capacity
of 0.39 MN (87,000 ib) and a capacity of 0.39 MN (87,000 ib) under
combined tension and shear, a loading condition which may occur at
45 ° when the canister shell is being lifted from a horizontal
position _.

Detailed finite element studies ll,l_are performed in the
analysis, results are compared with theory _',s_whenever applicable.
Figure 3 shows elasto-plastic analysis indicating progressive
yielding of the canister shell under radial loading conditions
which may result from accidental drop of one canister onto another.

If a Canister is lifted suddenly, the equivalent dynamic load
is twice the weight of the Canister _. The deflected pattern
(exaggerated) of the canister is shown in Figure 4. The maximum Von
Mises stress in the bottom weld (weld between the bottom plate and
the MPC shell) due to such a loading is 62.975 MPa (91,600 psi) and
is shown in Figure 5. The bottom weld was assumed to be 0.0095m

(0.375 in) fillet weld, a design adopted from the previous
canister _. Since the stress in the bottom weld is too high, a
thicker weld will be designed for this connection. The maximum

radial and circumferential stress in the bottom plate under this
loading is 20.9 MPa (30,500 psi) as shown in Figure 6 and is less
than the yield stress of 22 MPa (32,000 psi). The results were
verified with theory l° and were found to be exact.



B.1.1.3 Conclusions

Extensive studies of the structural performance of an MPC

shell under normal handling conditions are performed using

nonlinear finite element analysis and theoretical analysis.
Stresses that may lead to crack initiation, under normal handling
or accidental loading conditions are discussed.
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Figure 2a. Four Node Thin/Thick Shell Figure 2b. Four Node Thin/Thick Shell

Elements Represeting MPC Shell, Elements Showing Details of
Bottom Plate, Inner and Outer Lids. Weld, Inner and Outer Lids.
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Figure 4. Deflection pattern (Exaggerated 200 times) of the MPC,
due to dynamic lifting of MPC from a vertical position.
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Figure 6. Stress distribution (Global X-direction) in the bottom
plate of MPC due to dynamic lifting of MPC from a
vertical position.
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Task B.l.bt Manipulation of the Nuclear Waste Container
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Swinging Control of Nuclear Waste Container

We ,ire still studyinq swinq-tree control c)f ()verhead ,_ranes,

urrent1': a Itlz_y Ioqi__ .onttoiler of an _)verhead crane is

_:,stablished, We ,ire in the [)ro.ess ot testtinq the r'oblistness {)[

this controller _nder va[ious payloads, caniste[- ienqth, ,:lnd wire

rope [enqth,

Study of Nuclear Waste Container Integrity in Accidents

Study oil the impact _I-fects on the nuclear waste container

is ,inderway In t:he p ) ' ,arrled. ro[osed scenario, the _,ontainer is r'" '

by overhead (;rane t:hrotlgh ,l wire rope. A finite _[ement: model _)t

t:ho __verhead _'vane ,_avr'/inq l:t_e contaitlof _lSiFlq _'c)SMOS/M is

formulated, l'hi.s mo_lel ,_[[ows t_onlin_a_ ,17nami_: ,_nal'.,'sis _,i _he

container motion. A model lot ,,lastic l)[:asti-'(" impact {)._solids is

under (Jevelopment. ['his mode] shows _,Iose _'orreJ.ation wi.th

experimental results _)t (_ther researchers, This _eseal:ch resulted

in a paper presented ,:it: t.he :[99:} ASME l)esiqn lt:(.hnica£ (,oll[erence

(included). The elastic plastic model wtl.1 be incorporated ,with

the finite element proqram to study the _,tfectts _)l: impact _:_n the

nuclear '..;aste_,anister.

1
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The research described in this section is presently NOT

supported by DOE funding through the Waste Package Project,

however, due to the relevance of the research to the loading and

manipulation of waste package containers, a brief description of

the work in progress is included in this report.

The three link hydraulically activated robotic mechanism was

completely financed under grant by the U.S. Army Research Office.

The robot is a steel structure, capable of carrying a canister

model load of I00 lb. The robot was constructed of steel tubing

and resembles a construction crane, or an earth moving equipment

with articulated movement capability in the vertical plane and the

ability to rotate around its vertical axis. The robot was

outfitted with twelve pairs of strain gauges and four pairs of

strain rosettes, along its two extended links.

At present laboratory measurements of the response of the

robot under movement, controlled by computer commands, are being

accumulated by measuring the dynamic traces of the loaded end

effector of the robot. The corresponding strain gauge readings are

recorded through a dynamic strain acquisition apparatus and an A/D

board.



The strain gauge measurements are integrated to predict the

dynamic mode shape of the robot in an effort to control it,J

response by computer. Figure i shows a schematic view of the

three-linked robot, figure 2 and 3 show two out-of-plane first

modes, for two different configurations of the unloaded robot, as

predicted by finite element analysis. On-line automatic feed back

routines are used to generate commands that control the two

hydraulic actuators in the vertical plane and an actuator in the

horizontal plane. Feedback Is used to dampen the dynamic

oscillations of the end effect.



Figure (l). A Schema=i¢Pic:ure o_ a 3-11nJ_robo¢i{ _banln at=ached
_o a roca_inq r_qid base and mmipula_ed by _vo hydraulic
_c_ua_ors.
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TASK B.2- Design Requirement of Various Rock Tunnel Shapes for Long
Term Storage for High Level Nuclear Waste
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INVESTIGATION OF STRESS IN A CIRCULAR TUNNEL DUE TO OVERBURDEN AND

THERMAL LOADING OF HORIZONTALLY PLACED 2 IPWR MULTI-PURPOSE CANISTERS

B.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Stress analysis due to overburden , gravity and thermal loading of

horizontally placed 21PWR Multi-Purpose Canisters (MPC) with inner
and outer barriers. In this analysis the MPC are horizontally

placed end-to-end inn the drifts of the High Level Nuclear Waste

repository (HLNWR) in tuff. This end-to-end emplacement of the
MPC's allows for a 2-D temperature distribution and hence stress
analysis using the finite element method.

Our previous studies 1,2, the canisters were placed in a vertical

emplacement mode with the vertical holes spaced 20m, center to

center and the parallel circular drifts 38m apart. Both the 2-D and

the 3-D finite element models showed high thermal stress
concentrations and local collapses around the sides of the vertical
emplacement holes and in some areas of the circular tunnel walls.

B.2.2. ACTUAL WORK

I. TWO DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

The two dimensional temperature distribution, used in this paper to

establish the thermal loading was provide by Doering ,T. and
Bahney, R3. et al.,of the CRWMS M&O Group, thus the stress
distribution in the tunnel wall and a vertical section of the

repository will be analyzed. The temperature distribution over a

half quadrant including half of the tunnel is shown in Figure i.

Maximum temperatures in the drift walls were reached at I0 years

after the start of the horizontal emplacement. Thermal data

obtained from Reference 3 showed a heat load of 515.4W per assembly
and temperature of 224°C at the MPC side , 210.52°C at the waste
package side, 172.08°C at the drift wall and i02.18°C im into the
rock tunnel walls.

Finite element modeling was used 3 to obtain the temperature

distributions in the MPC and into the rock. Figure i, shows the
temperature to decrease horizontally from 172.08°C, at the drift

wall to 49.8°C, at the center line between two drifts ; and to

decrease vertically upward to 24°C at 100m above the tunnel and to
37°C at 100m below the tunnel.



II. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The finite element mesh uses triangular plane strain elements '_

having two degrees of freedom per node. The exact tunnel shape and

the emplacement of the MPC waste package are shown in the Figure

2.a closely and increases the sizes of the element gradually away

from the waste package (WP); with the smallest triangular elements

having sides of approximately 0.17m and heights of 0.09m to 0.15m

adjacent to the WP. Similarly elements adjacent to the sides of the

tunnel have sides of approximately 0.3m and heights of 0.10m to

0.25m. Figure 2.b. shows the triangular element mesh representing

the concrete seat of the MPC Waste Package, the engineered
material, backfill, and sides of the 7.8m diameter rock tunnel with

depth of 13m to the center line between two tunnels. Figure 3.a

shows the element gradation in a mesh covering an area 100m above
and below the center of the tunnel. The finite element model

presented has a total of 4936 nodes, 9496 elements and 9852 degrees
of freedom.

III. TEMPERATURE LOADING

Thermal loading is applied to the nodes of the elements by

specifying continuously varying temperature values specified at

circular surfaces having the waste package at their center. These

surfaces are shown in Figure 3.b.

IV. MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The material properties used in the analysis of the concrete5 seat

under the WP are : Young's Modulus, Ec=I8.3GPa ; Poisons' Ratio,

Nu=0.26 ; Density, Rho=2.24g/cm3; and the thermal expansion

coefficient Alpha=l.lxl0_/C"at temperature, T=96°C. The engineered

material 6 properties used for the tunnel backfill, under the MPC

seat, are Young's Modulus, E_=6.89GPa; Poisons' Ratio, Nu=0.2 ;

Density, Rho=2.32g/cm3; and the thermal expansion coefficient

Alpha=12.6xl0_/C ° . The tuff TSW2 Rock _ properties used in the model

are Young's Modulus, Ec=I5.2GPa ; Poisons' Ratio, Nu=0.22 ; Density,

Rho=2.32g/cm3; and the thermal expansion coefficient for T<200°C

Alpha=8.8xl0-6/C ° and for T>200°C ALPHA=24xI0_/C °.

VoANALYSIS

Our previous analysis 12 of the vertical emplacement mode showed
rock failure and collapse in the vertical boreholes and some areas

of tunnel walls. The present study will determine the adequacy of

horizontal emplacement of 125 Ton, 2]PWR MPC/WP producing a thermal

loading of 57 W/acre. Other waste package assemblies and/or

different spacing distances _ between Mpc's may have to be

considered. Similarly, a parametric study of the engineered

material backfill, under the canisters, is in progress, to

determine a suitable material that produces thermal stress

compatibility with the tunnel concrete lining, if it is deemed
necessary, and the rock tunnel walls.



Preliminary results for the temperature loading only without the

overburden load and the weight of the MPC, indicates that the
stresses are within the allowable limit for the tuff TSW2.

Principle stresses in the rock around the tunnel opening are shown

in Figure 4 and 5. Figure 6 shows the magnitude of the displacement

resultant around the the tunnel opening while Figure 7. shows a

graphically exaggerated displacement pattern and the deformed

tunnel shape due to temperature loading alone. Previous reports
mentioned that the allowable stress for rock mass of the TSW2 is

75 MPa in ambient temperature. The maximum compressive stress did
not exeed 37 MPa and the tensile stresses around the tunnel are

also below the allowable stresses in tension for the TSW2.
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Figure 2.b Finite element Mesh of
rock tunnel and backfill
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Figure 3.a Figure 3.b
Figure 3.a,b Finite element mesh representation of element grid for

the model,3.a and concentric surfaces used in thermal loading, 2.b.
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FIGURE 7: DEFORMED TUNNEL SHAPE DUE TO TEMPERATURE
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I. INTRODUCTION

Critical Stresses in a model of faulted adjacent rock tunnels

are studied using a photoelastic plexiglass model of the tunnels

and concurrent simulation by numerical finite element of the same

plexiglass model using 2-D plane stress elements. The analysis is

intended for the study of stress concentration factors due to a

fault that crosses the path of an underground tunnel system, such

as, the Ghost Dance I Fault, that penetrates the tunnels of a

proposed High Level Nuclear Waste Repository. Results from the
plexiglass photoelastic model and the concurrent finite element

simulation of the same photoelastic model are compared with each

other to verify the accuracy of both test procedures and to set the

stage for a full scale finite element analysis of the region in the

rock tunnel that will penetrate through the inclined plane of the
Ghost Dance _ Fault.

In our previous work 2'3,we investigated the stress patterns in

the rock tunnel walls of a proposed High Level Nuclear Waste (HLNW)

repository. Two dimensional studies _ and 3-D studies 3, using finite

element models of the rock tunnels, were evaluated due to

overburden loads and due to the thermal loading, I0 years after

emplacement, of the HL_ Canisters in vertical emplacement holes.

These studies did not include the effect of an existing rock fault
that cuts through the tunnels.

The plexiglass photoelastic and numerical finite element

models represent two adjacent square tunnels having rounded

corners, as seen in Figure i, and two adjacent circular tunnels,
having diameters equal to the diagonals of the tunnels and are not
shown in this abstract.

_Professor and Director

US DOE Waste Package Project

_Graduate Student

1



The fault in the rock is depicted as a crack in the models,

having the same angle of incidence with the tunnels as that of the
Ghost Dance _ Fault.

The introduction of a tunnel through the inclined plane of a

major fault plane in the rock introduces stress concentrations

around the tunnel opening, in the vicinity of the fault, and in the
fault plane itself as to lead to local failure in the rock or

global failure over a considerable length in the tunnel adjacent to

the fault plane.

In the models, two compressive loading conditions are
introduced in the vertical and horizontal directions. A crack is

initiated, cutting through the top ad bottom of one of the two

tunnel models. The stress concentrations at the tip of the crack,

as it is made progressively longer, are measured and recorded.

Changes in the stress field at specific points around both tunnels
are also recorded.

II. DESCRIPTION OF MODELS

The Photoelastic model shown in Figure i, which is exactly
duplicated in the finite element model, consists of a 0.00953m

(0.375 in) thick and 0.25609m (10.25 in) sides, plexiglass square

plate. The two identical square tunnel openings in this model

start at 0.04849m (1.9375 in) below the top surface of the plate

and have sides of length 0.05795m (2.28125 in). The clear distance

between the two openings is 0.04603m (1.8125 in) and the square

openings are 0.04921m (1.9375 in) each away from the plate sides.

The model tunnels have rounded corners with fillet radii of

0.002m (0.07875 in). The square holes were not placed at the
center of the plate in order to determine the local effects of the

boundary conditions by comparing the stress patterns in the upper

side, which is close to the top surface of the plate to those in

the lower side of the opening, which is three times farther away
from the lower surface of the plate. The same differences in the

stress patterns are also observed in the finite element model.

III. MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF MODEL

The plexiglass plate _ has a photoelastic constant, c = 40

psi/fringe/in, a Young's modulus, E = 2660 MPa (3.8 x i0 _ psi) and
a Poison's ratio, _ = 0.3.

IV. TEST EQUIPMENT

Figure 2a,b shows the 0.407m (16 in) diameter 060 series

Transmission Polariscope 4, having a model 067, articulated

compensator, used in the fine measurement of fringe orders and

model 163, oblique incidence prism adaptor, used in the direct



measurements of principal stresses, and a model 065 telemicroscope,
used in the close identification of the Isoclinic and Isochromatic

patterns.

V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Both photoelasticity and finite element have been widely used

in stress measurements. Photoelasticity plays a major role in the

measurement of stress distribution patterns and stress

concentration factors around circular, rectangular and other shaped
holes. Photoelastic measurements have also been used in crack

propagation studies and in the identification of the static and

dynamic stress intensity factors 6, at the tip of a propagating

crack, using high speed photography for dynamic measurements.

In our research, a load of 2269N (500 ib) is applied to the

plexiglass plate in its vertical direction. Stress patterns are

recorded at points around the openings and at specific points along

the line where a crack is to be initiated and slowly propagated

through progressive cutting. The plate is then turned 90 ° in its

plane and the same load is now applied in its horizontal direction.

Stress patterns are measured and recorded at exactly the same
points, under both loading conditions.

VI. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The finite element grid, part of which are seen in figure 3a,b

and 4a,b is made up of 2598 triangular plane stress elements, 1426

nodes producing 2807 equations. A fine mesh is generated around

the square openings. Figure 3a,b shows global Y-direction

(Vertical) and X-direction (Horizontal) stress patterns due to

yertica! load of 500 ib in the plane of the specimen. Figure 4a,b
shows Y-direction and X-direction stress patterns due to a

horizontal load of 500 ib in the plane of the specimen.

The crack will be modeled using Gap elements which accept
compressive stresses and account for Coulomb friction factors

between surfaces using nonlinear iterative procedures. Stress

intensity factors along the crack path using Gap elements will be
compared to those obtained by photoelastic measurements.

VII. RESULTS

Stress comparison between photoeiastic measurements and finite

element analysis show excellen_ correlation. The pho_oelastically

measured stresses are consistently higher in intensi_y by about 10%

and with maximum differences between _echniques in measured stress

varying between 1% and 20% the latter being at rounded corners.



VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental/numerical techniques described in the paper

will be used to establish the validity of the stress analysis of

inclined faults passing through a tunnel opening and in the

eventual full scale modeling of the Ghost Dance fault which passes

through the tunnel walls in Tuff.
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Horizontal Loading of 500 lb on the Sides of the
Model.
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Supplemental task il . 3. Transport Phenomena in the Near Field

Personnel

Dr. J. Cardle

Ms. Xia Wu

i. Work during the ,lastperiod has involved the completion of a journal publication on a finite element technique for

the solution of transportequations with both convective and diffusive terms. The numerical technique is explicit in

timeand allows for accurate modelingof convection diffusion problems where the convective effects are large in

comparisonto the diffusion effects and or the initialconditions are characterized by sharp discontinuities. A variety

of phenomena associated with a high level nuclear waste repository such as thermal transport and material transport

can be described by such convection diffusion equations. A copy of this submitted paper is attached to this report.

2. Ms. Xia Wu, a graduate student, has joined this projectas of the start of fall scmester and will be involved in

some transportmodeling work.

3. A proposalon criticality analysis of drift emplaced containers has been developed as submitted to the DOE along

with Dr. Culbreth. The purpose of this proposal is to analyze the movement of and the resulting concentrations of

fissile materials and neutron poisons in the backfill material in order to verify that a critical mixture of fissile

material and moderator(water) will not occur.
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Abstract

A variation of the Petrov.Galerkin method of solunon of a partial differential equation is presented in which the

weight function applied to the time derivative term of the transient convection-diffusion equation is different from

the weight function applied to the spacial derivatives. This allows for the formulation of 4th order explicit and

centered difference schemes. Comparison with analytic solutions show that these methods are able to capture steep

wave fronts. The ability of the explicit method to capture wave fronts increases as the amount of convective

transtx_rt increases.



Introduetl()n

A varietyof tranSl_)rtphenomenacan be ttescnbed by transientc()nvecttcm.dJtfusionequations, Undercertain

circumsumces,theconvecuon terms can be large incomparison to the diffusion terms, Extunples rangelrom solute

transix)rtin a homogeneousporous mediato the highlycomplex thermallydriven movementof moistureand

associatedcontaminants inthe fracturedporousmediasurroundingw_te packagesconuuning spent nuclearreactor

fuel. The formercan be described by one linear convectiondiffusion equation, the latter requires a complex system

of nonlinearequations. Initial conditionscan be characterized by shtu_pdiscontinuttics. Due to iLsability to generate

computational meshes which conform tocomplex geometries, the finite element method is a naturalmethod for

these prot_lems.

Unless a shock fitting approachis used wherein a di_ontinuity in the ilow is tracked and the disconunuousform

of the conservationequations (e.g. Rankine Hugoniot equations) is thenappliedacross the discontinuity,spurious

oscillationare generated in thenumericalsolution, and the discontinuity becomes "smeared" across manymesh

poinLsas time progresses. These phenomenaresult from the attempt to fit a linite numberof basis functions to a

solution containinga discontinuity. Thereis always a certain amount of overshoot or undershootat the poi_t of the

discontinuity, whichthen appears as a short wavelength signal. These short wavelength components or signals are

then propagatedat the wrongvelocity by the numericalscheme and appearas spurious oscillations in the numerical

results. A numberof techniqueshave been developed which introducedamping only at highwave numbers in order

to eliminate these spuriousoscillations. A survey of these methods as developed for finite difference methods iH

hyperbolic equations can be foundin Sod [1978]. Corresponding techniques for finite clement methods using

artificialdiffusion have beendeveloped by van Genuchten and Gray 119781,lluvakorn and Nilkuha [1979], and

Baker and Soliman [19811. Leisman and Frind [1989] demonstrated the iml_)rtanceof the time weighting of the

various equation terms. These methods are all tend to be implicit. The method of Yu and Ileinrich 119871is finite



clement in time and is also always implicit, Selrrun et, al. I lgXSJ deveh)_ a finite element version o/the Lax.

Wendroff method. Morton 119X5]develc)ped a method ha_d upon method of ch,'u_ctcristics. These arc more

applicable to the pure convection or hyperbolic equation than to the convection diffusion equation which is

parabolic,

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a modification of the Galerkin method which can capture

di_onunuities and can be calculated in an efficient f_hion. The method is finite element in space - finite difference

m time. The advantage of the method is thatall of the spaciaJ terms are calculated at the known time level. The

unknown parameters only appear in the time derivative terms. It will be shown that this meth(xt can be applied to

_th the convection diffusion and the pure convecuon equations.

The (;alerkln Method

Thee_uaUon

is an approximationto the variationalstatementfor the one-dimensionalunsteadyconvection-diffusion equation

Ou _u 02u
-_- + a_-_. D_x 2 = 0 (2)

where a is the propagation speed, D is the diffusion coefficient, and t and x are the temlx_ral and spacial dimensions.

The function u = u(x,t) and is approximated by u = _ U_(t)$i(x) in the usu',d manner, Uj(t) being the nodal values



of the approximatingfuncUon u andSj(x) the basisluncuons. Linear basisfunctions are usedwhich are dciincd in

1 1
I_al coordinates-i _ _ % 1over _ch elementas _ = _ (1. q)and $5 = _ (i + ql, Nc_tethat the weight function

wt_ applied to the time derivative is allowed to be different from the weight function w_ applied to the spatial

derivatives, in the following, two cases arc examined, the stand_u'dmethod wherein both weight functions are the

,_..me,and the Differently Weighted Method which, as the name implies, uses different weight functions on the

temporalandspacialterms,

Analytic Solution

Substitutionof the perturbation u = c' ( _',,_ " '". L) where_'n is the wave number and con is the frequency into

ton
theconvection.diffusionequation,equation(2), leadstothe dispersionrelation--- = i D k. - a, In one time step

;_..

h, the changein u(x,t) is thedampingwave:

= = = (3)

with Taylor series expansion

6

so that the amplification factor for the analytical solution is the decaying exponential function t_,l = e c2(;_k)2and

the phase angle is {b, = cI _., k. The parameter k is the spacial grid size, c1 = ah/k is the Coumnt number and c2

= Dh/k 2 is the diffusion number.



A Standard Petrov.(;alerktn Solutlo,_

In thestandardPetrov-(;alerkintechnique,the weightfunctionapplied to tile timederivative is the same as the

weight functionapplied to the spacial derivatives,i,e, wti = wsi, Cubic polynomial weighting_functionsdeveloped

by Dick 119831arcused:

wl =q_l- f-g

w2=q_+ I'+g

when:

f" 30topIq_ and g = _3_q}lqh. (6)

Westerinkand Shea [ 1989]noted that use of polynomial weightingI'unctionstwo degrees greaterthan the basis

functionsallow for the developmentof more accurate solutions throughelimination of truncationerrorterms. Since

the basis functionsare linear, the weight functionsare cubic, Application of the linearb_ksnst'uncUonsplus the

weight functionsdefined in equations (5) and (6_to theapproximationto the variational statement for theone.

dimensional convection-diffusionequation(!) plus using Green's theoremto eliminate secondderivatives yieldsat

interiorpointsthe ordinarydifferen_l equation:

(7)

+ ,. =



IIII1IIII1--IIII1
=





where k is the distance step and Pe = ak/D is the grid Peclet number. A simple "box" discretization of equation (17)

in time leads to:

" ,)+ - - u;)+ - + ,)+_'+ I. j-I -- Uj. 4" _. l_-I - Uj,

j., )- ctc 1 + c 2 (Uj_I- 2 U?' + UI:,' (8)

+ (l-O) ¢1 Uj.I'U_-I " °tel + C2 Uj,I-2UI+U_-I -- 0

where the superscript r indicates the time level trod 0 is the weight given the convection and diffusion terms at time

level r+ 1.

Substitution of the perturbation u = ei{_ ,,,_,t}into equation (8) shows that for the standard Petrov-Galerkin

method the change over one time step is:

which expands in Taylor series as

_p_a = i-cli_.n k-(c2 +cl20)(_,n k) 2 +(2c1%0 + Cl302 - 1c2_ - lcl_])i(_n k)3 + ,X_k) a (10)

Comparison of this series expansion in (10) with the series expansion of the analytic solution in (4) gives a

basis lor the adjustment of the parameters ct and 13,Using 0 = !/2 and setting ct = 0 and 13= 2c12 reduces the error



to at least O(k4), a result also dcnvedby Westerlink and Shea 11989] using truncation error analysis. Note that the

adjustable parameters c_and [3appear only in the dispersion terms (cxtd powered terms), so that only the centered or

Crank-Nicholson form with 0 = 1/2 allows for a potenual match of the O(k 2) terms.

The explicit form, 0 = 0, has a truncation error of O(k2). As the flow becomes purely convective (c2 = 0), the

second order damping term disappears so that this method is unstable.

The backward implicit form, 0 = 1, although stable is always restricted to a truncation error of O(k2).

Development of the Differently Weighted Scheme

The second case to be examined is the non-standard case in which the weight function wt applied to the time
I

derivative is different from the weight function wsi applied to the spacial derivatives. This represents a departure

from the usual Petrov-Galerkin scheme and is motivated by observing that the non-symmetrical weighting of the

time derivative terms in the standard Petrov-Galerkin method leads to unstable explicit schemes. This was

recognized by ttuyak, orn and Nilkuha [1979] who produced a stable explicit scheme by weighting the time derivative

terms with the linear basis functions and only applying the "upwinded functions" as weights to the spatial terms.

The weight functions for the time derivative terms are derived by adding a suitable polynomial p(rl) to the basis

functions. In order to produce a symmetrical weighting of the time derivative terms, the polynomial PU1) must

f'satisfy three conditions, p(rl)-O at rl = _+_1and p(rl) drl - O, so that a cubic equation allows for one free parameter
1

9. Therefore the cubic polynomial g defined in equation (6) is used so that the weight functions for the time

derivative are:

wt I : #1 "g

(11)

wt2 =_2 + g



The spacial derivatives are upwinded using the quadratic polynomial f defined in equation (16)with free

parameter ct. The weight functions for the spacial terms are thus:

WsI --01 " f

(12)

ws2 = 02 + f

Again, the application of the linear basis functions plus the weight functions defined in equations (11) and (12)

to the approximation to the variational statement for the one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation, equation

(1), plus using Green's theorem to eliminate second derivatives yields at interior points the ordinary differential

equation:

[dUi., dUj,. I] dUj

(13)

+ j+,-uj.,)- +



Again, a simple "box" discretization of equation (13) yields:

_-(1"_) [(''1 Ui, l) + fU_._ U._ _-{ - u;)

+ 0 Cl (UYj++I" j-l/ " _cl.Cl +c2 p-'j+l" 2_j + Uj.1 (14)

j-I CtCl +c2 Uj,I-2U i+U_. l = 0

For this Differently Weighted Scheme, the change over one time step is:

go-w = (15)

which expands in Taylor series as:

It is important to observe that in contrast to the example standard Petrov-Galerkin scheme, the adjustable parameters

a and 13appear in both the damping (even powered) and dispersion (odd powered) terms so that both of these terms

can be adjusted to conform to the series expansion of the analytical solution.



Differently Weighted Scheme . Forward Difference

Comparison of this series for the explicit form, 0 = 0, with the senes exp_msion of the analytic solution shows

that setting a = c1 and [5= cI- + 6c 2 leads to a local truncation error of O(k 4) The method is stable, unlike the

explicit form of the standard Petrov-Galerkin method for the pure convection problem. The amplification factor

becomes:

which has a maximum value at _.k = _ so that the stability criterion is

cl < p-_e+_/1 + 9---_-Pe2 (18)

In the case of pure convection (c2=0) and constant coefficients, the method becomes identical to the Taylor-

Galerkin method of Selmin et al [1985] and stability requires that c I < 1. The rauo of the amplitude of the

numerical scheme to the amplitude of the analytic solution i-_w-wIand the ratio of the phase angle of the numerical

scheme to the analytic solution '_,-w are plotted in Figure 1 for the optimal choices of a and 13.The amplitude ratio

is greater than one at high wave number for the low Pe case, which shows that the numencal scheme is slightly

underdamped. Large phase angle errors also occur at high wave number. As the Peclct number is increased, the

under'damping and the region of phase error both diminish. In the case of pure convection, the amplitude ratio and

the phase angle ratio are both one, indicating a good match between the analytic and numeric solutions.

10



Differently Weighted Scheme - Centered Difference

The local truncation error can also be minimized to at least O(k 4) for the centered or Crank-Nicholson lorm 10 =

½,I/2) by setting _ = 0 and 13 = - c__. The amplification factor is then:

IGwt = (19)
1- (_(1-[_)-(ctcl + 2c2))sin2(1kk) + i lc lsin(Lk)

which 'also has a maximum value at _,k = rt leading to the stability restrictions a > 2 _ and ]3 > - This

means that the truncation error can only be minimized to O(k4) for cI .<_1, otherwise the method is Ofk3) indicating

dispersion error.

However, setting a = 0 for the pure convection problem (c2 = 0) or hyperbolic problem results in the

amplification factor:

1 - _(1- [$)sin2(2LKnk) - i ½cl sin(_k )-- = = ' (20)

which is stable for any Courant number c I and any choice of [3,so that the truncation error can be minimized to

O(k 4) for any choice of c1.

"l_e amplitude and phase angle ratios as a function of wave number for the optimal choices of a and [3are

shown in Figure 2. These plots indicates that the centered difference scheme is also underdampcd but the phase angle

error is smaller than in the forward difference case. Again, a good match of amplitude and phase angle is achieved for

the pure convective case.

11



In Figure 3, the weight functions applied to the time derivative for the forward and centered difference schemes

are shown. Not_ that the functions are symmetric and that the amplitude of the weight function is decreased in the

centered difference scheme.

Differently Weighted Scheme- Backward Difference

The implicit or backward difference form is obtained by setting 0 = 1. As above, a and [3can be chosen so as

to minimize the truncation error, but unfortunately the most desirable choice has stability problems. The error can

be minimized to O(k4) by setting the weighting factors to tx = -c I and 13= ¢12 - (_2 but these values are constrained

by 1 ac I + c2 > 0 in order to keep the "diffusion term" in equation (13) positive. This leads to the stability

constraintc_ < 2 so that c_ _ 0 as Pe -_ _,
Pe

Other possible choices are setting o_= 0 and 13= 1/2- 3c 2 or increasing the damping and diffusion by using the

values ct = +cl and 13= 1/2.3c 2 . Either of these two choices lead to an error of O(k 2) when c1 is large, which is

the same order of magnitude as the backward implicit finite difference method, and to O(k6) as c1 becomes

negligible, and are stable for all c 1.

Numerical Results

An example problem is provided by Avdonin 119641. As described in Updegraff[ 19891, this is an injection

problem in which cold water is injected into a semi-infinite hot water aquifer. In order to simplify the modeling of

this problem, the effects of the overburden and the underburden are eliminated by prescribing adiabatic conditions

a,ong these boundaries. The conservation of energy equation is then reduced to the one-dimensional convection-

12



diflusion equation:

Pw%_u K_ _u
-/_ + v,_ ....... o (21)Om% 3x Pmc_ _2

where the variable u(x,t) represents the temperature, vw is the Darcy velocity, Pw is the density of water, cw is the

heat capacity of water, cm is theheat capacity of the saturated matrix, Kmis the thermal conductivity of the saturated

matrix, and Pm is the density of the matrix. This has analytic solution u(x,t):

u(x,t)-u(x,0) = 12_[erfc/x-at ]+ {x+at)]

Pw Cw Km
wheretheconvectionisa = vw-_ andthethermaldiffusionisb = ------- . Threedifferentcases

Pm Cm Pm Cm

correspondingto low Pecletnumber,highPe¢letnumber,andpureconvectionwereexamined.Theparametervalues

used wereporosityn : 0.20, Pw=919kg/m3,cw =4185J/kg °C, ¢m=898.9J/kg°C, Km : 18.3w/m°C, and

Pm: 2450 kg/m3. Anaquifer thickness of 100m was specified. The temperature is held fixed at Ta : 16_)°C at x

= 0, while the initial aquifer temperaturewas set at 170°C and the far boundary.,dcnotcd by Tb, was maintained at

this temperature.

Case 1. A length of 50 mof aquifer was simulated with an injection rate of 10kg/s. This leads to a Darcy

velocity of vw 1.088 x 10.4 m/s, convection a 1.9 xl0 "4m/s and thermal diffusion 11)= 8.33 x 10-6 "_= = m"/s. A

ak
distance step k : 1m gives a grid Peclet number Pe = --_ = 22.8.
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3 !,For the explicit method, stability requires thatc, _ + 1 + ---- which leacls toaCourm,t numl_rc I =, pea

1.14 so that the time step is then h = 6000 s and the optimal a = 1.14 and _ = 1.6. Results for this simulation

after 26 time steps and the analytical solution are shown in Figure 4. Note that the steep wave front is captured by

this method but that some spurious o_illations are also produced behind the wave front. This is not surprising as

the the amplification factor ratio plot in Figure 1 indicates that this method is underdampcd and the phase error is

large at high wave numbers.

Results for the centered scheme for the same conditions after 26 time steps are plotted in Figure 5. A Courant

number c1 = 1 is used so that the optimal weighting parameters are a = 0 and [3= -_ Although the error is the

same order of magnitude as in the explicit case, the amplitude and phase properties are better so that a close fit of the

wave front is obtained without the spurious oscillation present in the explicit case.

Also shown in this plot are results for the centered scheme using c I = 2 after 13 time steps. Stability requires

that [3= - ½ which is no longer optimal and the error drops to O(k 3) which is dispersive. Spurious oscillations and a

more diffuse wave front are indicative of the dispersion error.

Case 2. The thermal conductivity was reduced to Km = 4.18 w/m °C while maintaining ',allof the other

conditions the same as in case 1. The diffusion decreased to D = 1.9x10 -6 thereby increasing the Peclet number to

Pc- 100.

The maximum stable Courant number for the explicit scheme is then c 1 = 1.03 so that the time step h = 5423 s

and the optimal weighting parameters are a = 1.03 and 13= 1.1237. As in the low Peclet number case, a good fit at

the front is obtained with some spurious oscillation, It is interesting to observe that this spurious oscillation is

somewhat larger in magnitude but the overall amount of spurious oscillation is reduced from the low Peclet number

case. As the effect of diffusion diminishes the spurious oscillation in the explicit scheme diminishes. This result is

14



expected becau_ the amplitude and phase angle plots show a better matchat higher Peclet numbers.

As in the low Peclct number case, the centered scheme with c 1= 1 and optimal weighting parameters are t_= 0

and _ =- _ gives a good fit to the front without the spurious oscillation as demonstrated in Figure 7. Increasing the

Courant number to c1= 2 again gives dispersion error,

Case 3. The thermal conductivity was entirely eliminated by setting Km = 0 so that equation (21) is reduced to

the purely convective or hyperbolic form. The solution is then a discontinuity moving left to right at speed a =

1.9x10"4m/s. Analytic and numerical results for the explicit form are shown in Figure 8. The numerical results

exactly match the moving discontinuous front without any spurious oscillation, overshoot, or undershoot. As shown

in Figure 9, the centered difference method gives a similar gcxxtmatch for c 1= i. Increasing the Courant number to

cI = 2 and using _ ---0 and 13= - 1 results in a large degree of oscillation and dispersion, According to the

theoretical discussion, 13is unrestricted so that the optimal values a = 0 and 13= -2 could be used. In fact, if these

optimal values are used, oscillations develop which quickly swamp the solution. These oscillations are due to the

absence of any damping in the numerical scheme. In other words, the method fails tor the same reason that the plain

Galerkin method fails in the presence of a steep front or di_ontinuity.

These three cases were also simulated using the backward implicit form. The most accurate values of the

weighting parameters were found to be 13= I . 3c2and _ - 0, which are also the optimal values for the pure
2

diffusion equation. The addition of this damping does not effect the accuracy in the strongly convective case as much

as in the more weakly convective case. If ct _ 0, the amount of dispersion is increased, and the accuracy of the

numerical solution is decreased.Again, this decrease in accuracy diminishes as the Peclet number becomes larger.
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Figure 3. Weight functions applied to the time derivative terms at optimal value of c, and [3for
the explicit method and for the centered difference method.

Figure 4. Comparison of the results of the explicit method using optimal values of (x and 13with
the analytic solution for Pe = 22.8
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